Color Sequence Proof Samples

Additional information for Proof profiling

Victor Asseiceiro
Review of Proofs GASIC/Tokyo
  • 4 different ink sequences
Additional definition for spot ink and used substrate
Review of Proofs GASIC/Tokyo

- Review of Proofs GASIC/Tokyo
  - KCMY OWS
  - KCMY OSW
  - KCMY SOW
  - KCMY SWO

- Ink sequence concern already addressed as per Craig’s Feedback
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Visual impact of ink sequence
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Additional definition

Print Technology/Processes

• Offset/Gravure/Flexo
  – Conventional inks / UV inks

• Front/Reverse Print
  – Printed on white (Y/N)

• Screening
  – FM/AM
  – lpi
Additional definition

**Substrates**

- Film
  - Opaque (Glossy/Matt)
- Foil
  - Transparent
- Paperbased
  - Coated - Uncoated
  - PS1-PS8 (new paper type proposal for ISO 12647-2)

**Finishing**

- Varnish (Aqueous/UV)
- Lamination (Gloss/Matt)
Thank you for your attention